Springfield Solar Project:
Answers to Your Questions
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“Solar is a good neighbor. It is odorless, has
a low profile and is virtually noiseless.”
Pegasus Solar Project
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Springfield Solar Project overview
The Springfield Solar Project is an estimated 100-megawatt (MW) solar project located in Dodge
County, Wisconsin. Springfield will span over 700 acres and will connect into the transmission
system directly through the local substation. The project is anticipated to positively impact both
the environment and the local economy by producing tax revenue and offsetting carbon dioxide
emissions by an estimated 145,000 metric tons each year - the equivalent of taking over 30,000
cars off the road every year.

Who is Geronimo Energy?
Does solar impact project neighbors?

Did you know that there are more than 2 million solar installations throughout the United States?
Millions of Americans live near or next to solar projects – you might even live near a solar
installation and not know it! That’s because solar energy projects are good neighbors.
According to NC State University, “the overall impact of solar development on human health
is overwhelmingly positive.”1 Solar projects do not release any harmful pollutants or have a
negative impact on the health of any individuals. In fact, in addition to providing inexpensive and
reliable electricity, the U.S. Department of Energy estimates that the financial benefits from air
quality improvements exceed the price of the electricity for a utility-scale solar project.2
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Additionally, solar projects do not produce odor, do not utilize local water resources, and are
virtually noiseless.

Are solar projects efficient?
Efficiency is a measure of how much energy can be generated from a given unit of the input fuel.
For fossil-fuel-fired power plants, maximizing efficiency is critical because coal, natural gas, etc.
cost money to produce, and also cause pollution when burned. The more electricity that can be
generated from a single unit of a fossil fuel, the better.
The beauty of solar energy is that sunlight is infinite and free, and conversion of that sunlight
to electricity does not generate any pollution. This makes the relative efficiency of solar
largely irrelevant.

How do solar projects affect wildlife and soils?
Solar projects are quiet and peaceful places that birds, butterflies, bees, and other animals
and insects call home. Many solar projects are designed to house pollinator habitat under
the panels, which can increase and/or stabilize local pollinator species and benefit adjacent
agricultural operations.
Vegetation and soil within solar project boundaries may actually improve, as soils are rested and
converted from an agricultural use to pollinator-friendly vegetation. Pollinator-friendly vegetation
has been shown to prevent soil erosion and to benefit high-value agricultural crops, creating a
win-win for both animal and human communities.
All topsoil is carefully preserved during construction and decommissioning. During activities
such as trenching, topsoil is removed and segregated to avoid any mixing with subsoils, and
then carefully replaced once those activities have concluded.

“Solar projects are
quiet and peaceful
places that birds,
butterflies, bees, and
other animals and
insects call home.”
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Are solar projects commonly sited on farmland?
NG Renewables builds solar projects on all types of open, flat land, including prime and nonprime soils. Solar can improve soil quality over the life of the project, allowing for a return
to agricultural use once a site is decommissioned. Solar sites planted with native vegetation
(standard practice for NG Renewables) have less stormwater runoff than row crops, and
the plants improve soil quality by allowing soil microorganisms and fauna to recover from
compaction and pesticide use.3
Solar can serve to preserve farmland from being developed for other, more permanent uses.4 Solar
and farming can even coexist on the same plot of land, an idea dubbed “agrivoltaics”, which can
increase agricultural production while also increasing the value of the solar generating system.5
Davis, R., Soil, crop, & storm water
benefits of solar sites, Fresh Energy,
https://fresh-energy.org/soil-cropstorm-water-benefits-of-solar-sites
(2016).
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St. John’s Solar Project

Equuleus Solar Project

Who benefits from a solar project in my area?
Solar projects have myriad benefits for neighbors near and far. The immediate benefit to the local
area is financial: taxes to the local schools and municipalities, direct payments to landowners, jobs
for construction workers and operations staff, and spending during construction and operations.
The grid and its customers (anyone who pays a utility bill!) also benefit from stable, low-cost,
clean energy. And everyone benefits from a cleaner environment and brighter energy future.

How are wooded areas within a project footprint treated when
siting solar energy projects?
Depending on the type and quality of the trees/forest, the potential or actual presence of habitat
for protected species, and the wishes of the local landowner, trees within a project area may be
kept in place and avoided by the project, or may be removed.

How do solar developers plan for water runoff mitigation?
In Wisconsin, stormwater runoff and erosion are regulated by the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources (WDNR). Before any construction activities can take place on our Wisconsin
solar sites, we must submit a stormwater and erosion control plan to the WDNR for issuance of
a stormwater and erosion control permit.
This permit program in Wisconsin requires use of best management practices that take into
account the topography of the site, expected precipitation, water flow, and soil types. These
practices can include swales, detention ponds, biorolls, silt fence, etc. The project must also
meet stabilization criteria after construction is complete before the permit can be released,
ensuring that proper runoff and erosion control measures have been implemented for the project
for successful operation.
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Who will own and operate NG Renewables’ projects?
It is NG Renewables’ goal to own and operate all of our projects for their entire lifespans.
However, in some states (like Wisconsin), utilities prefer to own their energy generation assets
rather than purchase energy from an asset owned by another company. For that reason, in
states like Wisconsin, a given project may be owned and operated by NG Renewables, or it
may be sold to a utility or another owner.
If a given project is sold to another party, the entire project company is sold, so all the
requirements that applied to the project when it was owned by NG Renewables also apply to
the new owner. This means any permitting requirements (from the local zoning authority or the
PSCW, among other agencies), any local joint development agreements, and decommissioning
plans and assurances still apply.

Do solar projects impact property values?
Numerous studies have demonstrated that properties adjacent to solar projects do not see
negative property-value impacts, nor does having a solar project as a neighbor negatively
impact the ability to sell agricultural or residential properties.6
A paired-sales study of the sale of properties adjacent to nine solar farms in Minnesota, Illinois,
and Indiana, for example, found “little to no measurable and consistent difference in value”
between sales of properties adjacent to solar farms and control properties. This finding led the
authors to conclude that “properties surrounding other solar farms operating in compliance
with all regulatory standards will similarly not be adversely affected, in either the short- or longterm periods.”7
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Where does the energy go?
Our utility-scale projects “plug in” to the larger existing transmission grid. The electricity produced by the projects flow onto the grid where it will mix with electricity generated from many
different generation resources and locations. It will flow along the transmission network to
where there is demand, or “load,” for electricity. This means that some will likely be used locally,
and if the project generates more than are needed locally, the remaining power produced will
travel to where it is needed.

Solar projects can
increase fauna
biodiversity by
“recreating preindustrial soil
conditions” and
providing habitat.

Brooten Solar Project
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How do decommissioning plans for solar projects work?
Other industries, despite being more intensive and permanent, are not subject to the same
decommissioning standards as solar (and other renewable forms of energy). This makes solar
a relatively low-risk type of development.

GW Solar Institute, Do solar panels
contain toxic chemicals?, George
Washington University, https://solar.
gwu.edu/do-solar-panels-contain-toxicchemicals (retrieved Feb. 10, 2020).
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Geronimo creates a decommissioning plan for each and every one of our solar projects. The
plan describes how the project will be completely removed so that the land can be restored to
agricultural use (or another use as desired by the landowner), and how much the restoration
will cost. The financial surety requirement varies based on the rules of each host jurisdiction,
but in Wisconsin, NG Renewables projects either have a decommissioning plan through the
local zoning jurisdiction (for projects under 100 MW) or submitted with the CPCN application
to the PSCW and WDNR (for projects over 100 MW). Either way, the projects have a financial
assurance in the form of a bond, escrow, letter of credit, etc. that is held by the local municipality
and/or county.
The total amount of the decommissioning assurance is usually phased in over the first 10-15
years of the project’s lifespan. This is because the main components of the project will be
under performance and/or equipment warranties for at least 25-30 years, plus the projects
are carefully insured, making any risk of decommissioning due to equipment failure essentially
nonexistent prior to the end of that span. And the main costs for a solar project are all upfront in
construction and development; sunshine is free so an operating project is a very low-cost, lowmaintenance asset. As a result, a solar farm is an inherently valuable asset that will be attractive
to investors over the long term even if the original owner is unable to continue with operations.
Importantly, the decommissioning assurance is only there in case the owner is unable to take on
the task of decommissioning themselves. An established company like NG Renewables or the
companies we sometimes sell our projects to, like large utility companies, will be around for the
long haul, so we do not anticipate that these assurances will be drawn upon for our projects.
Finally, NG Renewables’ standard solar lease also obligates us to remove all solar facilities at
the end of the project’s life/lease term.

Do solar panels emit toxic chemicals?
Solar projects are constructed of commonly used, inert materials that do not emit any toxins
and are found at every building site.8 While some panels do use cadmium telluride, risk of
any leaching from cadmium in the case of fire, storms, or other means of destruction is so
low that cadmium telluride panels meet federal leaching regulations to qualify for disposal in
landfills.9 Use of cadmium telluride solar panels actually serves to keep cadmium telluride out
of the environment when those projects replace more traditional fossil-fuel-fired power plants
because of the reduction in harmful air emissions and lack of risk for any release of cadmium
telluride into the environment.10

Are solar projects loud?
If you ever have the chance to stand in the middle of an operating solar project on a sunny day,
you will be surprised at how quiet it is . The only part of a solar facility that generates sound are
the inverters, which sound like a modern dishwasher (about 50 dBA) when you are standing
about 100 feet away. Since the inverters only make sound when they are working, there is
no sound produced at night. And since the inverters are centrally located in the middle of the
project, the sound is indistinguishable from background noise at the project’s fence, even in a
quiet rural area.
Projects 100 MW or larger in size in Wisconsin are also subject to sound regulation during the
CPCN process by the PSCW and WDNR.
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Do panels require washing or cooling?
In the Midwest, we get enough precipitation that no panel washing is necessary. The rain and
snow do that job for us. No cooling is ever required for this type of technology (photovoltaics)
because the panels do not heat up. The entire point of a solar panel is to absorb sunlight and
convert it to electricity, which means the energy from the sunlight is used up for that purpose
rather than converted to heat.

Who is Geronimo Energy?

We have also been asked if there is a photovoltaic heat island effect. This can happen in the
desert, when you are taking an area with light-colored ground (sand) and converting it to darkcolored ground (gravel). Just like a dark t-shirt will warm you up quicker than a white t-shirt on
a sunny summer day, a switch from lighter to darker ground cover can mean more heat in a
desert environment. However, this is not observed in the Midwest. On our Midwestern projects,
the ground cover is being converted from agricultural vegetation to native vegetation. Since the
relative color of the ground is not changing, no change in temperature takes place.

What are other landowners and community members saying about
solar energy projects?

“While generating
electricity, a solar
plant produces no
emissions or waste.”

“... as we looked towards our energy future, I hoped to find partners that were well funded,
entrepreneurial, with solid and experienced professionals in place, who knew and worked well with
the regional utility partners, and had strong leadership. Today, Geronimo and St. Olaf are partnering
on a 5 MW Community Solar Garden...St. Olaf Facilities focuses on value, defined as getting exactly
what is needed at a fair cost, and we believe we have found a partner who focuses on delivering the
value we need in Geronimo.”
- Pete Sandberg, Assistant Vice President for Facilities, St. Olaf College, Community Solar Garden Subscriber and Landowner

“My overall experience with Geronimo Energy from start to finish has been nothing but positive. I
dealt with many different employees of Geronimo Energy throughout the process, and I have to say
I was impressed with each and every one of them. My questions and concerns were answered in
a timely fashion, and I was kept up to date with all things going on with the project. The thing I was
most impressed with was the concern they had for the impact to the community and neighbors...
Geronimo Energy seemed to strive to create a project that everyone walked away saying ‘this is
going to be a good thing.’”
- Mike Anderson, Aurora Solar Project Landowner

Kramer Solar Project
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www.nationalgridrenewables.com

St. John’s Solar Project

Company Headquarters
National Grid Renewables
8400 Normandale Lake Boulevard
Suite 1200
Bloomington, MN 55437
Phone: 952-988-9000
Email: info@nationalgridrenewables.com
www.nationalgridrenewables.com

